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										Apply Coupon Code STYLISH200 at checkout. Save $200 on fireplace orders of $1599 or more. (Excludes Napoleon & Sale items) *Canada-Wide Shipping*																			
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                                            Dimplex Electric Fireplaces — World-renowned for innovation

Here at Stylish Fireplaces, we strive to bring you options that are the best of the best, and Dimplex fireplaces are a perfect fit. As a company that strives to provide excellence based through innovation, design, quality and support, Dimplex is one of the leading brands of electric fireplace manufacturers and a popular choice across Canada.
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                            Dimplex is Setting the Standard for High Quality Fireplaces

Dimplex works hard to make sure they are providing a high-quality product by using joint venture global manufacturing. They have pulled together teams from North America, Asia and Europe to design, engineer and produce some of the top electric fireplaces on the market.

In a day when many companies cut corners to offer products at lower prices, Dimplex continues to find and use the highest quality materials. They focus on using energy-saving technologies, stress high-quality control and strive to bring each customer a high-value product that will last for years to come.

                        

                                                
                            Dimplex Duplicates the Real Thing

There is nothing quite like watching the dancing flames of a fire in a fireplace in the comfort of your home. However, not all electric fireplace flames are created equal. The patented Dimplex flames combine technology, artistry, and craftsmanship to re-create the look of a wood burning fire.

Not only will the look of the flame resemble a wood-burning fireplace, but the fan-forced heater will help to warm your room and lower your heating costs. Electric fireplaces from Dimplex provide you with everything you love about a real fireplace without the work and mess of wood.

                        

                                                
                            Select the Dimplex Design that Matches Your Style

The right fireplace can create a beautiful and comforting focal point in your home. Dimplex offers a variety of design options to help you find the fireplace that will be the right fit for you. They stay on top of the industry by keeping up on current home décor trends and styles. Whether you want your fireplace to be the large focal point of your room or a small trendy accent piece to spark conversation, you can find what you are looking for with Dimplex.

                        

                        
        

    








    
    
        
            
                
                                            Three of the newest fireplace developments from Dimplex take realism to a new level:
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                                            Their Mirage panel allows us to see the full depth of the fire, right to the herringbone brick or weathered concrete at the back of the fireplace. They call this effect ThruView. Combined with RealLogs and their new, brighter Revillusion flames, this latest Dimplex fireplace is truly revolutionary. Another neat feature is the ambient light sensor, which automatically adjusts the flames’ intensity to suit the lighting in your room.

                                        


                                    

                                


                            
                                                                

                                    

                                        
                                            IgniteXL                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            
                                        

                                    


                                    

                                        
                                            Combining Multi-fire XD flame effects with an ultra-slim linear fireplace design, the original IgniteXL fireplace offers breathtaking realism that rivals the best gas fires. The new IgniteXL Bold embraces the flames Canadians love in a taller, multi-sided fireplace with added depth for even more impact.
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                                            Often referred to as the ‘steam fireplace’ or the ‘vapour fireplace’, the Dimplex Optimyst fireplace turns regular tap water into mist. From a refillable water tank, the water is ultrasonically turned into mist. When the mist is forced upwards and illuminated with LED lighting, the effect is one of real flames and smoke. It actually acts as a low-level room humidifier. It’s offered in a new linear cassette, which may be plumbed and grouped together for endless design possibilities.
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Dimplex VFA2927 Opti-V Aquarium – (Discontinued)	


	
		**FLOOR MODEL -- LOCAL PICKUP ONLY**  The Dimplex VFA2927 Opti-V Aquarium uses technology to render a virtual aquarium experience that is stunningly beautiful and maintenance-free. The Dimplex VFA2...	
			
			Starting at $3,499.99 $500.00
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Builder Series	


	
		The Dimplex BFSL33 slim built-in electric firebox includes a realistic flame effect and LED lights. The Dimplex BFSL33 boasts a large 738 sq. inch viewing area, removable trim kit, mesh screen and ...	
			
			Starting at $1,289.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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Limited Stock

		
			Dimplex		
		
		
		Prism Series	


	
		The Dimplex BLF3451 34" electric linear fireplace is part of our best-selling Prism Series. Complete with a powerful and efficient fan-forced heater, the Dimplex BLF3451 adds comfort and ambiance t...	
			
			Starting at $1,064.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Optimyst Cassette Series	


	
		Dimplex CDFI500P Opti-myst Pro cassette features flames made of water. Dimplex CDFI500P can be used to create the perfect fireplace: any length, any location, and any number of sides. The revolutio...	
			
			Starting at $2,049.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Dimplex DFI2310 Deluxe Electric Fireplace Insert	


	
		Reclaim the charm and warmth of your unused fireplace, with the Dimplex DFI2310 electric insert. The Dimplex DFI2310 offers handcrafted LED inner glow logs along with gently glowing embers. Designe...	
			
			Starting at $514.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Optimyst Pro Built-in Series	


	
		Dimplex GBF1000-Pro Optimyst see-thru electric fireplace easily turns fireplace design concepts into reality. Install the Dimplex GBF1000-Pro as a single-sided unit, or remove the included backer p...	
			
			Starting at $5,479.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Optimyst Pro Built-in Series	


	
		Dimplex GBF1500-Pro Opti-myst see-thru electric fireplace easily turns fireplace design concepts into reality. Install the Dimplex GBF1500-Pro as a single-sided unit, or remove the included backer ...	
			
			Starting at $9,334.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Ignite Evolve Series	


	
		The new Ignite Evolve EVO50 pushes boundaries to complement both modern and traditional spaces. Enjoy ultra realistic flames accompanied by multi-tonal tumbled glass and lifelike driftwood. Transfo...	
			
			Starting at $3,399.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		IgniteXL Series	


	
		The Dimplex XLF50 Ignite 50" linear electric fireplace is designed for installations where a contemporary style is preferred. The minimal surround of the Dimplex XLF50 Ignite is ideal for today's f...	
			
			Starting at $2,799.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		IgniteXL Bold Series	


	
		Dimplex IgniteXL® Bold XLF5017-XD Linear Electric Fireplace features flexible display options including front-facing, right or left corner and bay installations. This modern, built-in fireplace com...	
			
			Starting at $4,119.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Slim Linear Series	


	
		With an incredibly slim 4" depth, the Dimplex Slim linear fireplace lets you incorporate a stylish, linear fireplace into smaller spaces.	
			
			Starting at $1,399.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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			Dimplex		
		
		
		Optimyst Linear series	


	
		Experience a life-like fire with the new DImplex Opti-myst Linear electric fireplace. Patented vapor flame technology and advanced LED lighting work together to flawlessly imitate true flames and s...	
			
			Starting at $8,599.99
		
	
		Shop Now
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                    GET OUR FREE EXPERT GUIDE

5 Things You Need to Know Before Buying a Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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                    Helping Canadians live stylishly ever after.

                

            

            
                
                    Owned & Operated by Time For a Change Inc.

8301 Jane Street, Unit 9

Vaughan, ON L4K 5P3

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday  9 – 5

Wednesday  10 – 5
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                        GET OUR FREE GUIDE

5 Things you need to know before buying a fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you find the right fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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                                            GET OUR FREE GUIDE

5 Things You Need to Know Before You Buy a New Fireplace

As NFI Certified Hearth Design Specialists, we are experts at helping you buy a fireplace. Sign up for email tips and get our Free Guide right away.
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